I. INTRODUCTION Evaluating the performance of distributed applications has become increasingly complex as the diversity of scenarios and is to employ packet traces that have been verified to reflect data rates in networks increase. This includes performance these characteristics to drive the network emulation. Traces evaluation of devices in contexts such as industry automation, that reflect long-range dependent characteristics are inherently distributed gaming and multimedia in both wired and wireless very long [5] . The statistical characteristics are then inherited networks. Given this situation, employing network emulation from the trace to the emulation. This is simple, flexible, and for performance evaluation (see illustration in Figure 1 ) is an sufficient in many cases. A second way is to identify approinteresting alternative to test-bed experimentation as well as priate models, fit parameters to these models and implement simulation. Moreover, in many test scenarios, commodity PCs the models in the emulator. Candidates for appropriate models offer sufficient capabilities for the implementation of network are fractional Gaussian noise and fractional autoregressive emulators.
integrated moving average (fractional ARIMA) [6] . These However, the implementation of such emulators is difficult models have a large run time complexity and are difficult to for two reasons. First, emulating network dynamics is a task compute in a real time environment. Moreover, it is a known that includes time critical actions. Thus, kernel programming difficult problem to find good fits for the parameters of these becomes necessary to protect time critical actions against models to the dynamics observed in real networks [7] . unpredictable operating system scheduling delays. Second, the Therefore, in this paper we focus on the approach to drive dynamics of real networks exhibit key invariant statistical the emulation with packet traces and describe the design and characteristics such as long-range dependence/self-similarityl implementation of RplTrc. Our contributions with RplTrc are [2] . These characteristics have significant impact on perfor-as follows. mance (2) reviews other network emulators. Section III describes the overall architecture of RplTrc. Section IV describes the im-where the Ei are independent random increments from a plementation of RplTrc. Section V reports performance limi-normal distribution. However, this autoregressive process is tations and delay precision of RplTrc. Section VI reports a known to lead to short-range dependent values which in turn use case where RplTrc has successfully been employed to has a major impact on performance evaluations. For details evaluate mobile telephone equipment before we conclude in see [5] . As a consequence, care has to be taken when using Section VII.
NIST Existing emulators that run on a commodity PC/workstation generate delay values as NIST Net which likewise lead to pertain to two categories. The first category does not account short-range dependent values. Moreover, the emulator module for the fact that network emulation is a time critical task built in the Linux kernel reuses existing data structures that and implement the emulation and/or network interface read-are optimized for fast forwarding of packets. These structures ing/writing as a user space task. As a result packet delays can need to be modified to store large amounts of delayed packets. be distorted up to several milliseconds. The most well-known III. ARCHITECTURE of these emulators are the ns emulation [8] , the Ohio-NetworkEmulator ONE [9] , and the emulators described in [10] and
We start with giving an overview on RplTrc's architecture
[1I ].
as depicted in Figure 2 . The emulator kernel module intercepts figure 3 ). The variable network delays. NIST Net implements data structures current version of RplTrc, is build on the GNU/Linux 2.4 such as a radix sort delay list that are particularly optimized to kernel. Hence, the processing path from packet arrival until store large amounts of delayed packets. Values for packet delay interception is as follows: When an Ethernet frame arrives are generated from a table which is stored in the kernel. NIST at a receiving interface RX dev, it is temporarily stored in Net randomly accesses this table, which codes the inverse CDF the device's memory before a triggered interrupt copies it of the delay distribution, and corrects the table's value for the into a socket buffer. The deposed frame is then unpacked correlation with the previously generated value. However, this and analyzed by ethJtypeitrans determining the appropriate generation process cannot account for correlation structures layer 3 protocol. Then netifjrx transfers the packet to a other than short-range dependence as can be seen from the queue and informs the responsible layer 3 figure 4) . it checks if the emulator is switched off or the packet has
The packet handler controls the emulation and a multi-field already been processed. In this case, the handler forwards the classification of the IP headers that enables us to identify the packet to the IP protocol handler (ip forward/ip-recv) without flow associated with a packet. Based on this classification, the further processing. In all other cases, the multi-field packet action is determined from an instruction buffer that contains header classification (multiLfield-classification) is invoked for a chunk of the packet action trace.
checking which action needs to be performed with this packet.
Essentially, the emulator module consists of four functional For this purpose, we look up a two-level hash table containing units (see figure 4) .
per flow information. If no entry is found, the packet is directly 1) The control unit, implemented as a packetJandler.
forwarded to the IP protocol handler. Otherwise, the action 2) The classification unit, implemented as the is as specified in the packet action trace and the packet is multifJieldxclassification. This unit determines which ac-forwarded to the corresponding handler.
tion is associated with the packet. 
RplTrc is based on
A specific trace format has been developed to code instructions for packet actions (drop, duplicate, delay) in a way . intercepting the Linux TCP/IP stack between layer 2 and that minimizes the amount of trace data transfered from the 3, file system to the kernel emulator module. The instruction is . an emulator kernel module that is registered as a layer encoded in 4 bytes (32 bits) as depicted in figure 6 . The first 3 packet handler and performs the time critical task of two bits encode the type of action as listed in table I. delaying packets, and The remaining thirty bits specify the packet delay in . a trace-reader module that employs the process file sysmicroseconds. This encoding enables us to specify delays tem to perform the low priority task of loading chunks of at a very fine granularity while the maximum of more than packet action traces into the kernel where they are used 17 seconds delay will likely never be reached. Action type to drive the emulation. Besides performance limitation, delay precision is a key term buffer over-or underrun and has to be such that the performance characteristic of an emulator. We thus determine maximum time interval error (MTIE) requirement as specified by JTU-T can be met [16] Figure 9 depicts the lab setting we have used to evalute the Our experience and the feedback from our industry partner performance of various synchronization algorithms in circuit indicate that RplTrc can be employed for a wide variety of emulation adapters with RplTrc by measuring the MTIE. testing purposes in lab environments. This includes perfor- Figure 10 depicts a sample result. The initial skew between mance evaluation of devices and applications in contexts such the clocks in sending and receiving adapter has been set to as industry automation, distributed gaming and multimedia in 50 ppm. The depicted sample result has been measured after both wired and wireless networks. Moreover, we are currently an initial phase of 10 seconds. The packet trace replayed for porting RplTrc into the 2. Fig. 10 . MTIE results for three synchronization algorithms. The synchronization algorithms work by estimating the minimal network delay, which does not depend on network dynamics. This delay is in the order of 100 microseconds for Metropolitan Gigabit Ethernets. Thus, the emulator needs to reproduce packet delays at a precision which is at least of the same order.
